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12" X 9"

12" X 9" Size

12” x 9” Size

The 12” x 9” working surface fits the popular A4 sizing
paper. With this designing principle, the CyberPad P1’s
working surface is just slightly larger than the A4 paper.

Adjustable Brightness Touch Control

Changing the Brightness on CyberPad P1 has never been
easier. Simply touch and hold down the power button,
and the brightness will adjust according to how long the
power icon is pressed.

Eye Protection

The CyberPad P1 is constructed with three layers: LED
lights at the bottom, eye-protective film in the middle,
and transparent glass panel on the top. This construction
along with the flicker-free LED ensure proper lighting
distribution across the working surface in order to
provide eye comfort after extensive usage periods.
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Specifications:
· Dimension (L x W x H):

14.2 in x 10.45 in x 0.3 in
(360 mm x 265 mm x 7 mm)
· Active area:
12.4 x 8.6 in
· Light Source Color Temperature: LED (65,00-7,000Kelvin)
· Working Voltage:
5V
· Working Current:
460 mA
· Rated Power:
5 Watts
· Surface Material:
Acrylic
· LED Life Cycle:
up to 60,000 hours
· Working Temperature:
up to 90˚F
· LED Illuminance:
1,000-60,000 lux
• Luminance:
80-1,800 cd/m2
· Color Rendering Index:
72
· Net Weight:
1.75 lbs
0.79 kg

Requirements:

Any device with USB port can power up the CyberPad P1

Built-in Ruler

Includes:

Ultra Thin Profile

Shipping Information:

The more precise, the better. With the built in horizonal
and vertical rulers, users can trace and draw with the
highest accuracy.

CyberPad P1’s sleek and ultra thin profile design makes it
truly portable. Its portability enables users to create and
trace artworks whenever, and wherever.

Ultrathin

Built-in Ruler

Clips (x2)
Quick Start User Guide

Adesso CyberPad P1
USB Charging Cable
USB Power Adapter
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783750007924

17.5” x 11.5” x 1.4”

2 lbs
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Drawing

Drawing

CyberPad P1 is the perfect art companion for kids and
people who have interests in learning art. Simply place a
blank piece of paper over your favorite piece of artworks
on the CyberPad P1 and begin tracing and drawing.

Architectural Drawing

With artworks such as architectural drawings, the built in
ruler can help users to achieve the precisions they need.
The CyberPad P1 is not just limited to beginning artists
and kids, it is also applicable to more advanced designers
for content creation.

Film and Slide Browsing

CyberPad P1's application goes beyond tracing and drawing, it is also ideal for photography. Simply turn on the
CyberPad P1 and start viewing your films and slides to
bring those memories back to live.

X-Ray Film Viewing

CyberPad P1 also extends its application into the medical
industry as a great tool for x-ray film viewing. Due to it's
compact size (12" x 9"), it is ideal for x-ray films that are A4
or smaller in size.
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